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超新星
星が一生の最期に
起こす大爆発

太陽の数億倍の明るさ！C: AAO
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•星は爆発している

•超新星の「謎」

•「謎」に迫るすばる望遠鏡

超新星の謎に迫る
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『新三十六歌仙画帖』

一条院 寛弘3年4月2日
(西暦1006年5月1日)の夜以降、

火星のように非常に明るい客星が現れる



1054年超新星の残骸
(かに星雲、M1)

C: NASA/HST





1006年超新星の残骸

C: NASA/Chandra



“Astronomie+Populaire”++
by+Camille+Flammarion+(Paris,+1884)�

1572年
ティコ・ブラーエ
“Stella Nova”

1604年
ヨハネス・ケプラー



1572年超新星の残骸
(ティコの超新星)

C: NASA/Chandra/MPIA



1604年超新星の残骸
(ケプラーの超新星)

C: NASA/Chandra



1987年の超新星



C: NASA/HST



肉眼で見えた歴史上の超新星
(一部)

名前 西暦 明るさ(等級)
SN 185 185年 -8?

SN 1006 1006年 -9?
かに星雲 1054年 -4?
SN 1181 1181年 0
ティコ 1572年 -4
ケプラー 1604年 -3

SN 1987A 1987年 3

およそ100-200年に1回



我々の住む銀河系

太陽系

銀河の大きさ
約100,000光年

(1018km)

一番近い恒星
までの距離
約3光年

(1013-14km)

数千億の星！

C: R. Hurt



C: CFHT



１度

ビフォー

アフター

間違い探し (上級編)

ビフォー

アフター



C: NASA/HST



C: Donald P. Waid



C: B. J. Fulton



C: SDSS



超新星の規模

1572年にティコブラーエが観測した
超新星爆発の残骸（約400年が経過）

問題：超新星が
広がる速度は？

約1014 km
（約10光年）

C: NASA/Chandra/MPIA



速度 = 距離／時間
距離：1014 km

時間：約400年 = 120,000日 
                        = 2,000,000 時間 (2 x 106)

速度 = 1014 / (2 x 106) = 5 x 107 km/時
        ~ 104 km/秒 

秒速１万km！



約１万km

C: NASA



星は爆発している

望遠鏡で銀河系外に
年間500天体以上発見されている

C: NASA/HST

歴史上の超新星
肉眼で見えた銀河系内の超新星爆発

C: NASA/Chandra/
MPIA

現代天文学の超新星



•星は爆発している

•超新星の「謎」

•「謎」に迫るすばる望遠鏡

超新星の謎に迫る



(C: Essay Web)

軽い星 赤色巨星
惑星状星雲

白色矮星

星間空間

重い星
赤色超巨星 超新星爆発

中性子星

ブラックホール図の大きさは天体の大きさと一致していません

約一千万年

* 太陽の10倍以上星の一生



水素 ヘリウム

約一千万年

図の大きさは天体の大きさと一致していません

炭素

酸素
ケイ素鉄



元素の周期表

http://www.bpc.edu/mathscience/chemistry/history_of_the_periodic_table.html

http://www.bpc.edu/mathscience/chemistry/history_of_the_periodic_table.html
http://www.bpc.edu/mathscience/chemistry/history_of_the_periodic_table.html


中性子星
「重力崩壊」
（１秒）

超新星！



酸素・窒素

ケイ素
人間の体

超新星

C: AAO

炭素



元素を「見る」
C: NASA/HST
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C: NASA/HST

私たちはみな星の子です
青木さんの講演をお楽しみに



どうやって爆発するのか分からない！

超新星の「謎」



中性子星
「重力崩壊」
（１秒）

超新星！



コンピュータシミュレーションの結果

However, there is also negative feedback in the deleptonization
during collapse (Liebendörfer et al. 2002). Smaller electron cap-
ture rates keep the electron fraction high, which then leads to an
increase of the free proton fraction and consequently to electron
captures after all. The resultant electron fraction turns out to be
not significantly different as we see below.

It is also noticeable that the mass fraction of alpha particles
differs substantially and the abundance of nuclei is slightly re-
duced in model SH. This difference of alpha abundances in the
two models persists during the collapse and even in the post-
bounce phase. The nuclear species appearing in the central core
during collapse are shown in the nuclear chart (Fig. 4). The
nuclei in model SH are always less neutron-rich than those in
model LS by more than several neutrons. This is also due to the
effect of the symmetry energy, which gives nuclei closer to the
stability line in model SH. The mass number reaches up to !80
and!100 at the central density of 1011 g cm"3 ( filled circles) and
1012 g cm"3 (open circles), respectively. In the current simula-

tions, the electron capture on nuclei is suppressed beyond N #
40 due to the simple prescription employed here and a difference
in species does not make any difference. However, results may
turn out differently when more realistic electron capture rates are
adopted (Hix et al. 2003). It would be interesting to see whether
the difference found in two EOSs leads to differences in central
cores using recent electron capture rates on nuclei (Langanke &
Martinez-Pinedo 2003). Further studies are necessary to discuss
the abundances of nuclei and the influence of more updated elec-
tron capture rates for the mixture of nuclear species beyond the
approximation of single species in the current EOSs.
The profiles of lepton fractions at bounce are shown in Fig-

ure 5. The central electron fraction in model SH is Ye # 0:31,
which is slightly higher than Ye # 0:29 in model LS. The central
lepton fractions including neutrinos for models SH and LS are
rather close to each other, being YL # 0:36 and 0.35, respec-
tively. The difference of lepton fraction results in a different size

Fig. 3.—Mass fractions in the supernova cores as a function of baryon mass
coordinate at the time when the central density reaches 1011 g cm"3. Solid,
dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines show mass fractions of protons, neutrons,
nuclei, and alpha particles, respectively. The results for models SH and LS are
shown by thick and thin lines, respectively.

Fig. 4.—Nuclear species appearing in supernova cores plotted on the nuclear
chart. Stable nuclei and the neutron drip line (Horiguchi et al. 2000) are shown
by open square symbols and a dashed line, respectively. Nuclear species at the
center of the core are marked by filled circles (!c # 1011 g cm"3) and open
circles (!c # 1012 g cm"3). The results for models SH and LS are shown by
thick and thin lines, respectively.

Fig. 2.—Radial positions of shock waves in models SH (thick lines) and LS (thin lines) as a function of time after bounce. The evolution at early (left) and late (right)
times is shown. Small fluctuations in the curves are due to a numerical artifact in the procedure for determining the shock position from a limited number of grid points.

SUMIYOSHI ET AL.926 Vol. 629

Sumiyoshi+05, ApJ, 629, 922衝撃波
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4D2U http://4d2u.nao.ac.jp
Takiwaki et al. 2012

http://www.jicfus.jp/jp/promotion/pr/mj/2011-1/
http://www.jicfus.jp/jp/promotion/pr/mj/2011-1/


超新星が
どう起きるか分からない

元素の起源が分からない
人間のルーツが分からない



「ガンマ線バースト」が起きる！

超新星の「謎」

橋本さんの講演で



•星は爆発している

•超新星の「謎」

•「謎」に迫るすばる望遠鏡

超新星の謎に迫る



C: NAOJ

すばる望遠鏡の威力

8.2 m

C: NAOJ



元素を「見る」
C: NASA/HST
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銀河系外

C: NASA/HST

歴史上の超新星
銀河系内

C: NASA/Chandra/
MPIA

分光器の発明以前
1万光年（手に取るような距離）

1億光年

現代天文学の超新星
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Tycho Brahe’s 1572 supernova as a standard type Ia
as revealed by its light-echo spectrum
Oliver Krause1, Masaomi Tanaka2,3, Tomonori Usuda4, Takashi Hattori4, Miwa Goto1, Stephan Birkmann1,5

& Ken’ichi Nomoto2,3

Type Ia supernovae are thermonuclear explosions of white dwarf
stars in close binary systems1. They play an important role as cos-
mological distance indicators and have led to the discovery of the
accelerated expansion of the Universe2,3. Among the most impor-
tant unsolved questions4 about supernovae are how the explosion
actually proceeds and whether accretion occurs from a companion
or by themerging of twowhite dwarfs. Tycho Brahe’s supernova of
1572 (SN1572) is thought to be one of the best candidates for a
type Ia supernova in theMilkyWay5. The proximity of the SN1572
remnant has allowed detailed studies, such as the possible iden-
tification of the binary companion6, and provides a unique oppor-
tunity to test theories of the explosionmechanismand thenature of
the progenitor. The determination of the hitherto unknown7–9

spectroscopic type of this supernova is crucial in relating these
results to the diverse population of type Ia supernovae10. Here we
report an optical spectrum of Tycho’s supernova near maximum
brightness, obtained from a scattered-light echo more than four
centuries after the direct light from the explosion swept past the
Earth.We find that SN1572 belongs to themajority class of normal
type Ia supernovae.

The supernova of 1572marked amilestone in the history of science.
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe concluded from his accurate obser-
vations of the ‘new star’ in the constellation of Cassiopeia that it must
be located far beyond the Moon11. This contradiction to the
Aristotelian concept, that a change on the sky can only occur in the
sublunar regime, ultimately led to the abandonment of the notion of
the immutability of the heavens. The classification of SN1572 has

been controversial. On the basis of historical records of the light curve
and colour evolution, it has been interpreted as a type Ia supernova of
either a normal or somewhat overluminous type7 or of a subluminous
type8. Core-collapse supernovae of type Ib9 or II-L12 have also been
suggested to be compatible with the light curve. Support for the inter-
pretation as a type Ia has been inferred fromX-ray studies of the ejecta
composition13, but the determination of the exact supernova type has
not been possible without spectroscopic information.

The discovery of light echoes from historic Galactic supernovae,
due to both scattering and absorption/re-emission of the outgoing
supernova flash by the interstellar dust near the remnant14,15, raised
the opportunity of conducting spectroscopic ‘post mortems’ of his-
toric Galactic supernovae. Such a precise determination of the spec-
tral type long after the original explosion has recently been performed
for the Cassiopeia A supernova16 and a supernova in the Large
Magellanic Cloud17.

We obtained Johnson R-band images of the recently identified15

light-echo fields of SN1572 using the 2.2-m and 3.5-m telescopes at
the Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory, Spain, on 23 August 2008
and 2 September 2008. One of the fields observed on 2 September 2008,
at an angular distance of d5 3.15u and position angle of 62u from the
SN1572 remnant, showed a bright and extended nebulositywith a peak
surface brightness of R5 23.66 0.2mag arcsec22 (Fig. 1a). The posi-
tion of this new emission feature, relative to the previously reported
light-echo detection, has shifted away from the SN1572 remnant.

The region was re-observed using the Faint Object Camera And
Spectrograph (FOCAS) at the Subaru 8.2-m telescope onMaunaKea,

1Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany. 2Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe, University of Tokyo, Kashiwanoha 5-1-5,
Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8568, Japan. 3Department of Astronomy, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan. 4SUBARUTelescope,
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, 650 North A’ohoku Place, Hilo, Hawaii, USA. 5European Space Agency, Space Science Department, Keplerlaan 1, 2200 AG Noordwijk,
The Netherlands.

a 2 September 2008
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Figure 1 | Optical images of the SN 1572 light
echo. a, b, R-band images of the same 1203 120-
arcsec2 area. The corresponding observing
epochs are labelled. The position of the
brightness peak in the first epoch is marked for
reference (red cross). The rectangle shown in
a indicates the location of a previous light-echo
detection15. The vector towards the remnant of
SN 1572 is indicated (arrow). The respective
seeings for a and b were 1.5 and 0.9 arcsec, full-
width at half-maximum. The integration times of
the two images were 20 and 12min, respectively.
Image reduction was performed using standard
methods with the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility software.
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Tycho Brahe’s 1572 supernova as a standard type Ia
as revealed by its light-echo spectrum
Oliver Krause1, Masaomi Tanaka2,3, Tomonori Usuda4, Takashi Hattori4, Miwa Goto1, Stephan Birkmann1,5

& Ken’ichi Nomoto2,3

Type Ia supernovae are thermonuclear explosions of white dwarf
stars in close binary systems1. They play an important role as cos-
mological distance indicators and have led to the discovery of the
accelerated expansion of the Universe2,3. Among the most impor-
tant unsolved questions4 about supernovae are how the explosion
actually proceeds and whether accretion occurs from a companion
or by themerging of twowhite dwarfs. Tycho Brahe’s supernova of
1572 (SN1572) is thought to be one of the best candidates for a
type Ia supernova in theMilkyWay5. The proximity of the SN1572
remnant has allowed detailed studies, such as the possible iden-
tification of the binary companion6, and provides a unique oppor-
tunity to test theories of the explosionmechanismand thenature of
the progenitor. The determination of the hitherto unknown7–9

spectroscopic type of this supernova is crucial in relating these
results to the diverse population of type Ia supernovae10. Here we
report an optical spectrum of Tycho’s supernova near maximum
brightness, obtained from a scattered-light echo more than four
centuries after the direct light from the explosion swept past the
Earth.We find that SN1572 belongs to themajority class of normal
type Ia supernovae.

The supernova of 1572marked amilestone in the history of science.
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe concluded from his accurate obser-
vations of the ‘new star’ in the constellation of Cassiopeia that it must
be located far beyond the Moon11. This contradiction to the
Aristotelian concept, that a change on the sky can only occur in the
sublunar regime, ultimately led to the abandonment of the notion of
the immutability of the heavens. The classification of SN1572 has

been controversial. On the basis of historical records of the light curve
and colour evolution, it has been interpreted as a type Ia supernova of
either a normal or somewhat overluminous type7 or of a subluminous
type8. Core-collapse supernovae of type Ib9 or II-L12 have also been
suggested to be compatible with the light curve. Support for the inter-
pretation as a type Ia has been inferred fromX-ray studies of the ejecta
composition13, but the determination of the exact supernova type has
not been possible without spectroscopic information.

The discovery of light echoes from historic Galactic supernovae,
due to both scattering and absorption/re-emission of the outgoing
supernova flash by the interstellar dust near the remnant14,15, raised
the opportunity of conducting spectroscopic ‘post mortems’ of his-
toric Galactic supernovae. Such a precise determination of the spec-
tral type long after the original explosion has recently been performed
for the Cassiopeia A supernova16 and a supernova in the Large
Magellanic Cloud17.

We obtained Johnson R-band images of the recently identified15

light-echo fields of SN1572 using the 2.2-m and 3.5-m telescopes at
the Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory, Spain, on 23 August 2008
and 2 September 2008. One of the fields observed on 2 September 2008,
at an angular distance of d5 3.15u and position angle of 62u from the
SN1572 remnant, showed a bright and extended nebulositywith a peak
surface brightness of R5 23.66 0.2mag arcsec22 (Fig. 1a). The posi-
tion of this new emission feature, relative to the previously reported
light-echo detection, has shifted away from the SN1572 remnant.

The region was re-observed using the Faint Object Camera And
Spectrograph (FOCAS) at the Subaru 8.2-m telescope onMaunaKea,

1Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany. 2Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe, University of Tokyo, Kashiwanoha 5-1-5,
Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8568, Japan. 3Department of Astronomy, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan. 4SUBARUTelescope,
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, 650 North A’ohoku Place, Hilo, Hawaii, USA. 5European Space Agency, Space Science Department, Keplerlaan 1, 2200 AG Noordwijk,
The Netherlands.

a 2 September 2008
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Figure 1 | Optical images of the SN 1572 light
echo. a, b, R-band images of the same 1203 120-
arcsec2 area. The corresponding observing
epochs are labelled. The position of the
brightness peak in the first epoch is marked for
reference (red cross). The rectangle shown in
a indicates the location of a previous light-echo
detection15. The vector towards the remnant of
SN 1572 is indicated (arrow). The respective
seeings for a and b were 1.5 and 0.9 arcsec, full-
width at half-maximum. The integration times of
the two images were 20 and 12min, respectively.
Image reduction was performed using standard
methods with the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility software.
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大捜索！



Krause, MT+2008 Nature, 456, 617

Hawaii, on 24 September 2008 (Fig. 1b). The peak of the emission,
with a surface brightness of R5 23.56 0.2mag arcsec22, has again
shifted away from SN1572. The shift of 1.46 0.2 arcsec within 22
days is consistent with a light-echo origin. A long-slit spectrum of the
brightness peak of the echo structure at positionRA 00 h 52m12.79 s,
dec. 65u 289 49.799 (J2000) was obtained with FOCAS on the same
night, covering the wavelength range from 3,800 to 9,200 Å with a
spectral resolution of 24 Å.

The acquired echo spectrum unambiguously shows light of a
supernova origin (Fig. 2). A number of broad absorption and emis-
sion features from neutral and singly ionized intermediate mass ele-
ments were detected, all of which are commonly observed in
supernovae10,18. Type I supernovae are distinguished from those of
type II by the absence of hydrogen, and type Ia supernovae are further
distinguished from types Ib and Ic by a prominent silicon 6,355 Å
absorption feature at maximum light. This feature is clearly seen in
the SN 1572 spectrum as a deep absorptionminimum at 6,130 Å with
a width of 9,000 km s21 at half maximum. The absorption minimum
of the line corresponds to a velocity of 12,000 km s21, typical for
normal type Ia supernovae at maximum brightness10,18. Other strong

features detected in the spectrum are Si II 4,135 Å, Fe II, Fe III,
Na I D1 Si II 5,972 Å, O I 7,774 Å and the Ca II infrared triplet.

The echo spectrum represents supernova light during an interval
of time around maximum brightness being averaged over the spatial
extent of the scattering cloud. We therefore compared the echo spec-
trumwith the spectra of other type Ia supernovae time-averaged over
the brightness peak of the light curve from 0 to 90 days after explo-
sion. The light-echo spectrum of SN 1572 matches such comparison
spectra of four well-observed normal type Ia supernovae (1994D,
1996X, 1998bu, 2005cf) and a type Ia composite spectrum19 remark-
ably well. Even faint notches observed in normal type Ia spectra at
4,550, 4,650 and 5,150 Å (ref. 18) can be recognized. Values of the
reduced chi-squared value from the comparison range between
x25 1.5 and x25 2.5. The agreement between the spectra indicates
that the scattering dust cloud is homogeneous on a length scale of at
least 90 light days.

We have compared the spectrum of SN1572 with thermonuclear
supernovae of different luminosity. Both sub- and overluminous
type Ia supernovae, such as SN1991bg20 and SN1991T21, respectively,
showed peculiarities in their spectra near maximum light. SN 1991T
lacked a well-defined Si II 6,355 Å absorption feature at maximum
light, although the subsequent evolution was similar to normal
type Ia supernovae. The lack of Si II absorption is visible as an imprint
in the time-averaged spectrum and differs from the strong Si II feature
in our spectrum of SN1572. The class of subluminous objects shows a
characteristic deep absorption trough at a wavelength of 4,200 Å,
attributed to Ti II (ref. 20), near maximum light. Such a feature is
not seen for SN1572. The sub- and overluminous type Ia templates,
obtained in the same way as described in ref. 19 (template spectra
available at http://supernova.lbl.gov/,nugent/nugent_templates.html),
do not provide a good match to our spectrum of SN1572, with respec-
tive values of x25 8.6 and x25 10.1 (Fig. 3).

A well-established correlation between the measured decline
Dm15(B) of the supernova B-band brightness atmaximumand 15 days
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Figure 2 | Spectrum of SN 1572 and comparison spectra of normal type Ia
supernovae. Important spectral features aremarked. The spectra are plotted
logarithmically in flux units and shifted for clarity. The spectrum was
obtained with two grisms in the blue (l, 5000 Å) and red (l. 5000 Å).
Total integration timewas 4 h: 2.5 h for the red channel and 1.5 h for the blue
channel. The spectrum was extracted from a 2.83 2.0-arcsec2 aperture
(position angle 81u) positioned at the echo brightness peak and then binned
to a resolution of 11.2 Å per pixel and smoothed by taking a moving average
over five pixels. Flux calibration was performed against the standard star
G191B2B, which was observed at comparable airmass. The uncertainty in
the flux calibration is 15%. Atmospheric A-band and B-band absorptions
were removed using the stellar spectrum of a K star observed in the same slit
as the echo. The spectrum was then corrected for the colour dependence of
the scattering process for a scattering angle of h5 84u and de-reddened for a
foreground extinction of AV5 4.2mag. The scattering angle of h5 84u
results from the light-echo geometry: because all echo emission at a given
epoch is located on an ellipsoidal sphere with the Earth and SN1572 at its
foci, the echo geometry can be accurately determined. For a distance range to
the Tycho remnant of 2.3–2.8 kpc, the distance and scattering angle of the
echo knot are d5 4606 45 light yr and h5 90u6 5u, respectively. For a
larger distance of 3.8 kpc, the scattering angle is smaller, h5 67u, leading to a
slightly redder corrected spectrum.However, a slight increase of the adopted
foreground extinction by DAV5 0.08mag compensates for this effect. The
comparison spectra have been obtained from the time average of light-curve-
weighted spectra at days25,24,22,12,14,110,111,124,150,176 for
SN 1994D and days29,24,11,19,118,140 for SN 2001el (refs 26, 27).
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Figure 3 | Comparison of SN 1572 with type Ia supernovae of different
luminosities. Spectral templates of subluminous, normal and overluminous
type Ia supernovae are shown in comparison with the spectrum of SN 1572.
The spectrum of SN 1572 has been corrected for a scattering angle of h5 84u
and a foreground extinction of AV5 4.2mag as described for Fig. 2. The
comparison spectra have been derived as the time averages of spectral
series19 over days 0–90 after explosion and scaled to the spectrum of
SN 1572. Specific features typical of the three subtypes are indicated. For the
comparison with the intrinsically redder subluminous template, the
spectrum of SN 1572 was de-reddened for a foreground extinction of
AV5 3.9mag.
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「タイムマシン」で
ティコの超新星を見てきた！

C: NASA/Chandra/
MPIA
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Tycho Brahe’s 1572 supernova as a standard type Ia
as revealed by its light-echo spectrum
Oliver Krause1, Masaomi Tanaka2,3, Tomonori Usuda4, Takashi Hattori4, Miwa Goto1, Stephan Birkmann1,5

& Ken’ichi Nomoto2,3

Type Ia supernovae are thermonuclear explosions of white dwarf
stars in close binary systems1. They play an important role as cos-
mological distance indicators and have led to the discovery of the
accelerated expansion of the Universe2,3. Among the most impor-
tant unsolved questions4 about supernovae are how the explosion
actually proceeds and whether accretion occurs from a companion
or by themerging of twowhite dwarfs. Tycho Brahe’s supernova of
1572 (SN1572) is thought to be one of the best candidates for a
type Ia supernova in theMilkyWay5. The proximity of the SN1572
remnant has allowed detailed studies, such as the possible iden-
tification of the binary companion6, and provides a unique oppor-
tunity to test theories of the explosionmechanismand thenature of
the progenitor. The determination of the hitherto unknown7–9

spectroscopic type of this supernova is crucial in relating these
results to the diverse population of type Ia supernovae10. Here we
report an optical spectrum of Tycho’s supernova near maximum
brightness, obtained from a scattered-light echo more than four
centuries after the direct light from the explosion swept past the
Earth.We find that SN1572 belongs to themajority class of normal
type Ia supernovae.

The supernova of 1572marked amilestone in the history of science.
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe concluded from his accurate obser-
vations of the ‘new star’ in the constellation of Cassiopeia that it must
be located far beyond the Moon11. This contradiction to the
Aristotelian concept, that a change on the sky can only occur in the
sublunar regime, ultimately led to the abandonment of the notion of
the immutability of the heavens. The classification of SN1572 has

been controversial. On the basis of historical records of the light curve
and colour evolution, it has been interpreted as a type Ia supernova of
either a normal or somewhat overluminous type7 or of a subluminous
type8. Core-collapse supernovae of type Ib9 or II-L12 have also been
suggested to be compatible with the light curve. Support for the inter-
pretation as a type Ia has been inferred fromX-ray studies of the ejecta
composition13, but the determination of the exact supernova type has
not been possible without spectroscopic information.

The discovery of light echoes from historic Galactic supernovae,
due to both scattering and absorption/re-emission of the outgoing
supernova flash by the interstellar dust near the remnant14,15, raised
the opportunity of conducting spectroscopic ‘post mortems’ of his-
toric Galactic supernovae. Such a precise determination of the spec-
tral type long after the original explosion has recently been performed
for the Cassiopeia A supernova16 and a supernova in the Large
Magellanic Cloud17.

We obtained Johnson R-band images of the recently identified15

light-echo fields of SN1572 using the 2.2-m and 3.5-m telescopes at
the Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory, Spain, on 23 August 2008
and 2 September 2008. One of the fields observed on 2 September 2008,
at an angular distance of d5 3.15u and position angle of 62u from the
SN1572 remnant, showed a bright and extended nebulositywith a peak
surface brightness of R5 23.66 0.2mag arcsec22 (Fig. 1a). The posi-
tion of this new emission feature, relative to the previously reported
light-echo detection, has shifted away from the SN1572 remnant.

The region was re-observed using the Faint Object Camera And
Spectrograph (FOCAS) at the Subaru 8.2-m telescope onMaunaKea,

1Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany. 2Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe, University of Tokyo, Kashiwanoha 5-1-5,
Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8568, Japan. 3Department of Astronomy, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan. 4SUBARUTelescope,
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, 650 North A’ohoku Place, Hilo, Hawaii, USA. 5European Space Agency, Space Science Department, Keplerlaan 1, 2200 AG Noordwijk,
The Netherlands.
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Figure 1 | Optical images of the SN 1572 light
echo. a, b, R-band images of the same 1203 120-
arcsec2 area. The corresponding observing
epochs are labelled. The position of the
brightness peak in the first epoch is marked for
reference (red cross). The rectangle shown in
a indicates the location of a previous light-echo
detection15. The vector towards the remnant of
SN 1572 is indicated (arrow). The respective
seeings for a and b were 1.5 and 0.9 arcsec, full-
width at half-maximum. The integration times of
the two images were 20 and 12min, respectively.
Image reduction was performed using standard
methods with the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility software.
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Type Ia supernovae are thermonuclear explosions of white dwarf
stars in close binary systems1. They play an important role as cos-
mological distance indicators and have led to the discovery of the
accelerated expansion of the Universe2,3. Among the most impor-
tant unsolved questions4 about supernovae are how the explosion
actually proceeds and whether accretion occurs from a companion
or by themerging of twowhite dwarfs. Tycho Brahe’s supernova of
1572 (SN1572) is thought to be one of the best candidates for a
type Ia supernova in theMilkyWay5. The proximity of the SN1572
remnant has allowed detailed studies, such as the possible iden-
tification of the binary companion6, and provides a unique oppor-
tunity to test theories of the explosionmechanismand thenature of
the progenitor. The determination of the hitherto unknown7–9

spectroscopic type of this supernova is crucial in relating these
results to the diverse population of type Ia supernovae10. Here we
report an optical spectrum of Tycho’s supernova near maximum
brightness, obtained from a scattered-light echo more than four
centuries after the direct light from the explosion swept past the
Earth.We find that SN1572 belongs to themajority class of normal
type Ia supernovae.

The supernova of 1572marked amilestone in the history of science.
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe concluded from his accurate obser-
vations of the ‘new star’ in the constellation of Cassiopeia that it must
be located far beyond the Moon11. This contradiction to the
Aristotelian concept, that a change on the sky can only occur in the
sublunar regime, ultimately led to the abandonment of the notion of
the immutability of the heavens. The classification of SN1572 has

been controversial. On the basis of historical records of the light curve
and colour evolution, it has been interpreted as a type Ia supernova of
either a normal or somewhat overluminous type7 or of a subluminous
type8. Core-collapse supernovae of type Ib9 or II-L12 have also been
suggested to be compatible with the light curve. Support for the inter-
pretation as a type Ia has been inferred fromX-ray studies of the ejecta
composition13, but the determination of the exact supernova type has
not been possible without spectroscopic information.

The discovery of light echoes from historic Galactic supernovae,
due to both scattering and absorption/re-emission of the outgoing
supernova flash by the interstellar dust near the remnant14,15, raised
the opportunity of conducting spectroscopic ‘post mortems’ of his-
toric Galactic supernovae. Such a precise determination of the spec-
tral type long after the original explosion has recently been performed
for the Cassiopeia A supernova16 and a supernova in the Large
Magellanic Cloud17.

We obtained Johnson R-band images of the recently identified15

light-echo fields of SN1572 using the 2.2-m and 3.5-m telescopes at
the Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory, Spain, on 23 August 2008
and 2 September 2008. One of the fields observed on 2 September 2008,
at an angular distance of d5 3.15u and position angle of 62u from the
SN1572 remnant, showed a bright and extended nebulositywith a peak
surface brightness of R5 23.66 0.2mag arcsec22 (Fig. 1a). The posi-
tion of this new emission feature, relative to the previously reported
light-echo detection, has shifted away from the SN1572 remnant.

The region was re-observed using the Faint Object Camera And
Spectrograph (FOCAS) at the Subaru 8.2-m telescope onMaunaKea,
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Figure 1 | Optical images of the SN 1572 light
echo. a, b, R-band images of the same 1203 120-
arcsec2 area. The corresponding observing
epochs are labelled. The position of the
brightness peak in the first epoch is marked for
reference (red cross). The rectangle shown in
a indicates the location of a previous light-echo
detection15. The vector towards the remnant of
SN 1572 is indicated (arrow). The respective
seeings for a and b were 1.5 and 0.9 arcsec, full-
width at half-maximum. The integration times of
the two images were 20 and 12min, respectively.
Image reduction was performed using standard
methods with the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility software.
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まだまだある歴史上の超新星

C: NASA/Chandra/HST



約1歳

C: NASA/HST

歴史上の超新星
>1000歳

C: NASA/Chandra/
MPIA

自分がどうやって爆発したかを
忘れてしまっている

まだまだ爆発した記憶を残している

現代天文学の超新星



C: NASA/HST

1億光年

１マイクロ秒角
(1度の30億分の１)

C: NASA

38万km

本当にでこぼこ？

4D2U



色々な向き 一つの向き

光の「偏り」を使う
（偏光）

C: NAOJ



でこぼこが見えた！

C: NAOJ



超新星の「姿」が見えてきた！

4D2U

コンピューターシミュレーション 実際の観測
（想像図）

観測に成功した数 = 6個 （10年！）

その間に見つかった超新星の総数 = 5000個！

C: NAOJ



すばるの先は、、、

C: NAOJ



次世代30m望遠鏡 -TMT-

30m

C: NAOJ



1054年の超新星
（かに星雲）の

「タイムマシン」観測！

すばる望遠鏡で
10年かけて観測した数
＝ TMTでわずか1年！



「すばる」 「TMT」

歴史上の超新星の
元素を見られることを実証

超新星はどのように宇宙の元素の進化に
貢献してきたのか？

超新星の「姿」が
捉えられることを実証

超新星は
どうやって爆発
しているのか？
超新星は

どのような元素を放出
しているのか？



•星は爆発している

•超新星の「謎」

•「謎」に迫るすばる望遠鏡

超新星の謎に迫る

今後にご期待下さい！


